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Abstract—Automated analysis of human affective behavior has
attracted increasing attention in recent years. With the research
shift toward spontaneous behavior, many challenges have come to
surface ranging from database collection strategies to the use of
new feature sets (e.g., lexical cues apart from prosodic features).
Use of contextual information, however, is rarely addressed in
the field of affect expression recognition, yet it is evident that
affect recognition by human is largely influenced by the context
information. Our contribution in this paper is threefold. First, we
introduce a novel set of features based on cepstrum analysis of
pitch and intensity contours. We evaluate the usefulness of these
features on two different databases: Berlin Database of emotional
speech (EMO-DB) and locally collected audiovisual database in
car settings (CVRRCar-AVDB). The overall recognition accuracy
achieved for seven emotions in the EMO-DB database is over
84% and over 87% for three emotion classes in CVRRCar-AVDB.
This is based on tenfold stratified cross validation. Second, we
introduce the collection of a new audiovisual database in an
automobile setting (CVRRCar-AVDB). In this current study, we
only use the audio channel of the database. Third, we systematically analyze the effects of different contexts on two different
databases. We present context analysis of subject and text based
on speaker/text-dependent/-independent analysis on EMO-DB.
Furthermore, we perform context analysis based on gender information on EMO-DB and CVRRCar-AVDB. The results based on
these analyses are promising.
Index Terms—Affect analysis, affective computing, context analysis, emotional speech, emotion intelligence, emotion recognition,
vocal expression.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

PEECH signals convey not only words and meanings but
also emotions. Besides human facial expressions, speech
has been proven to be another promising modality for the recognition of human emotions. Spoken communication between humans is intricately linked with linguistic information (verbal
content) and paralinguistic information such as tone, emotional
states, and gestures. In such interaction, one’s affective state
plays a fundamental role in enriching communication. Current
human–computer interaction (HCI) systems, however, ignore
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the user’s affective states, losing a significant portion of information available in the interaction process. The human–computer paradigm suggests that user interfaces of the future need
to detect subtleties and changes in the user’s behavior, especially
his/her affective behavior, and to initiate interactions based on
this information rather than simply responding to the user’s
commands. The future human-centered multimodal HCI will
change the ways in which we interact with computer systems.
For example, an intelligent automobile system with a fatigue detector could monitor the vigilance of the driver and apply appropriate action to avoid accidents. Another important application
of automated systems for human affect recognition is in affectrelated research (e.g., in psychology, psychiatry, behavior science, and neuroscience), where such systems can eliminate the
tedious manual task of processing data. Research areas like social and emotional development studies [1], mother–infant interaction [2], and psychiatric disorders [3] would be substantially
benefited. Automatic detection of fatigue, depression, and anxiety could also form an important step towards personal wellness
and assistive technologies [4]. Some initial efforts toward such
advanced system include [5]–[8].
II. RELATED RESEARCH AND MOTIVATION
The auditory signal in conversation carries various kinds of
information. If we disregard the manner in which it was spoken
by considering only the verbal part, we might miss important
aspects of the pertinent utterance and even misunderstand the
spoken message. Humans are capable of recognizing subtle differences implied in an utterance. It is currently hard to imagine
an artificial system reaching such a high degree of discrimination. A technical approach for classification would rely on the
kind and number of emotions allowed. Research on vocal affect
recognition is largely influenced by the basic emotion theory.
Most of the existing efforts in this direction aim at the recognition of a subset of basic emotions from speech signals. In recent
years, however, few studies have been made focusing on interpreting speech signals in terms of certain application-dependent
affective states [9]–[12].
Another aspect of the vocal affect analysis is to specify
the auditory features to be estimated from the input audio
signal. The research in psychology and psycholinguistics provides several results on acoustic features which are correlated
with emotion expressions. The popular features are prosodic
features (e.g., pitch-related features, energy-related features,
and speech rate) and spectral features (e.g., mel frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and cepstral features). Most
of the existing approaches are trained and tested on speech
data that were collected by asking actors to speak prescribed
utterances with certain emotions [10], [13]. However, the fact
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that deliberate behavior differs in audio profile and timing from
spontaneous behavior has led research to shift towards the
analysis of spontaneous human behavior in naturalistic audio
recordings. In [14], a good overview of recent advancement
towards spontaneous behavior analysis in audio, visual, and
audiovisual domains is presented. In spontaneous human behavior, identifying subtle changes in vocal affect expression
based on only acoustic information is not sufficient [15]. In
[16], the use of lexical cues has been reported to improve the
performance. However, extracting these features automatically
is a challenging task. In contrast to spoken language processing,
which has witnessed significant advances, the processing of
“emotional speech” is still a difficult problem. Studies show
that the accuracy of automated speech recognition system tends
to drop to 50%–60% for emotional speech from 89%–90% for
neutrally spoken words [17], [18]. The same has been shown
for speaker verification systems [19]. In such scenarios, the use
of context information can help us improve the performance.
It is evident that the ability of emotion perception in human
beings is greatly influenced by the contextual information. The
work in [20] discusses how contextual information influences
emotion annotation as well as machine-learned classification.
In particular, nine nonexpert annotators when provided with the
context information by giving them utterances along with the dialogue where these were produced, marked 3.4% more nonneutral emotions. Similarly, machine-learned classfication of negative emotions (angry, doubtful, and bored) is enhanced by incorporating automatically generated context information in two
steps. The first step is to classify emotions into angry and doubtfulORbored by utilizing users’ neutral speaking style, and the
second step uses the dialogue context such as the total number
of dialogue turns (referred to as depth) and the number of additional user turns necessary to obtain a particular piece of information (referred as to width) to distinguish between the bored
and the doubtful categories. Authors claim that the classification process is substantially improved by adding both sources
of contextual information.
Few studies [21]–[23] have investigated the role of context
information like subject and gender. The work in [23] shows improved classification performance by incorporating a gender-detection module as a front end to overall emotion recognition
system. Such contextual information is relatively easy to extract
and simple to incorporate in existing classification system. We
believe that enough attention is not been paid to evaluate the
effectiveness of such contextual information for emotion recognition. Towards this end, in this paper, we present a systematic
study on the use of context information like user (the speaker),
text (the spoken content), and gender (male–female) on a publicly available Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (EMO-DB)
and locally collected car database (CVRRCar-AVDB).
Despite the relatively high recognition accuracy reported on
deliberate (acted) vocal expression, performance evaluation
based on speaker- or text-independent analysis is still not
often addressed. The well-documented EMO-DB database
gives us the opportunity to perform such analyses. One of the
best reported results on EMO-DB is in [24]. This presents the
performance results of a series of machine-learning algorithms
for emotion classification. It uses overlapping frames of 25 ms
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of classification system.

with a shift of 10 ms to extract a feature vector consisting of
15 coefficients: the log-energy, 12 MFCCs, the pitch period,
and the voicing class. On the basis of the time series of these
parameters, over 3800 statistical parameters were extracted to
characterize semantic unit of varying lengths. Furthermore,
feature selection, normalization, and discretization techniques
are utilized to improve the base performance. Best classification
performance is achieved using the SVM classifier. However,
speaker- and text-independent performance is not analyzed,
which is important for practical application of such system. In
this paper, we present these studies on EMO-DB emotional
speech corpus. An important related issue that should also be
examined is how one can utilize information about the context
(environment, observed subjects or the current task), in which
the observed affective behavior was displayed. Towards this
end, we also present the study of a context model based on
gender information on the EMO-DB and CVRRCar-AVDB.
Fig. 1 shows a generic block diagram showing the three
fundamental steps of information acquisition, extraction, and
processing of parameters and classification of semantic units.
The classification system has three different phases: feature
extraction and selection (phase 1), to identify features to be
used during classification; the model training phase (phase
2); and, finally, the testing phase (phase 3) to evaluate the
performance of the system in terms of classification accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized based on these phases.
In Section III, we provide a brief overview of speech corpora
used in our experiments. Section IV describes the statistical
feature extracted from the speech signal. In Section V, details
about the model training and evaluation are provided. Finally,
in Section VI, we provide some concluding remarks and discuss
future work.
III. DATABASES FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION STUDIES
Collecting emotional data is certainly useful for researchers
interested in human affective expression recognition. Authentic
affective expressions are difficult to collect because they are relatively rare and filled with subtle context-based changes. More-
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Fig. 2. Example of a “positive” utterance obtained during natural conversation between driver and passenger in a moving-car environment. Film strip shows
samples of five images equally spaced in the utterance. The first half of the utterance contains the speech and later half the road noise. Notice, however, that facial
features are more expressive after speech content while head dynamics are concomitant with the speech.

over, manual labeling of spontaneous emotions for the ground
truth is very time-consuming and error-prone [25]. Due to these
difficulties, a majority of databases encompass five to six emotions based on deliberate (acted) affect expression. In this research, two databases are used: EMO-DB [26] and CVRRCarAVDB).
A. Berlin Database of Emotional Speech
The EMO-DB Berlin was recorded at the Technical University, Berlin. It comprises of six basic emotions (anger,
boredom, disgust, anxiety, happiness, and sadness) as well as
neutral speech. Ten professional German actors (five female
and five male) spoke ten sentences with emotionally neutral
content in the seven different emotions. In our study, we used
535 sentences available in the database. These sentences were
not equally distributed between the various emotional states:
69 frightened (fea); 46 disgusted (dis); 71 happy(joy); 81 bored
(bor); 79 neutral (neu); 62 sad (sad); 127 angry (ang).
B. Audio-Visual Affect Database (CVRRCar-AVDB)
In our ongoing research on driver-assistance systems [27],
[28] and audiovisual scene understanding [29], [30], emotion
recognition using multimodality will certainly help us improve
the interface. With this motivation, we have put in significant
effort on collection of audiovisual affect database in a challenging ambient of car settings [31]. The user at the driver’s
seat was prompted by a computer program specifying the emotion to be expressed. It also provides example of an utterance
that can be used by the driver. The database is collected in both
stationary and moving-car environments. We also have been
collecting natural conversation between driver and passenger.
Fig. 2 shows one such example of a happy utterance obtained in
a moving-car environment. The cockpit of the automobile does
not provide the comfort of noiseless anechoic environment. In
fact, moving automobile with a lot of road noise has a drastic
effect on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for audio channel [32] as

well as challenging illumination condition for the video channel.
In this study, we analyze emotional speech data from stationary
car setting which gives the effect of the cockpit of the car with
relatively high SNR value.
The database is collected with the use of an analog video
camera facing the driver and a directional microphone beneath
steering wheel. Fig. 3 shows the settings of the camera and microphone. Video frames were acquired approximately 30 frames
per second, and the audio signal, captured, is resampled to a
16-kHz sampling rate. A version of the software for synchronizing as well as labeling the data is developed. Fig. 4 shows
a snippet of the tool. The emotional speech has been labeled
into three groups “pos,” “neg,” and “neu” for positive, negative,
and neutral expressions. The data were acquired with four different subjects: two male and two female. Distribution of data
for different categories is: 82 pos, 82 neg, and 60 neu. Fig. 5
presents a visualization of typical utterances for three emotions:
pos/happy (top row), neg/sad (bottom row) and neutral (middle
row) for CVRRCar-AVDB and EMO-DB databases. It can be
noticed that the strength (amplitude) and quality (SNR) of the
speech signal of the EMO-DB database obtained in a controlled
setting is far superior than those of CVRRCar-AVDB obtained
in the car setting.
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION, SELECTION AND TRANSFORMATION
A. Feature Extraction
So far, a large number of different features have been proposed to recognize emotional states from speech signal. These
features can be categorized as acoustic features and linguistic
features. Linguistic features analyzes the spoken content and
often requires recognition of various words in the utterance.
We avoid using these features since these demand for robust
recognition of speech at first place and also are a drawback for
multilanguage emotion recognition. Hence, we only consider
the acoustic features. Within the acoustic category, we focus
on prosodic and spectral features to model emotional states.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of typical utterances in (a) CVRRCar-AVDB database and (b) EMO-DB database for three emotions: positive/happy (top row), neutral
(middle row), and negative/sad (bottom row) and. Notice that the signal strength in the realistic car setting for CVRRCar-AVDB is very poor as compared with the
controlled setting in EMO-DB.

Fig. 5. Data acquisition and online recognition setting.
Fig. 4. Tool for audiovisual scene synchronization, cropping, and labeling. It
has capability of voice activity detection (VAD) to decide precise onset of speech
signal.

It is well known that different emotional states carry different
prosodic patterns. Hence, prosodic feature like speech intensity, pitch and speaking rate can model prosodic patterns in different emotions. Similarly, spectral feature like MFCCs have
been used successfully in emotion recognition.
For pitch calculation, we used the auto-correlation algorithm
similar to [33]. The input signal is divided into overlapping
frames with shift intervals (difference between the starting point
of consecutive frames) of 10 ms. Each frame is of 60 ms long
to be able to span three periods of minimum pitch value (in
our case, 50 Hz). Pitch candidate over each frame is calculated and a dynamic programming technique is used to get the
final pitch contour. Log-energy coefficients are calculated using
30-ms frames with shift interval of 10 ms.
The value of framewise parameters extracted from a few milliseconds of audio is of little significance to determine an emo-

tional state. On the contrary, it is of interest to capture the time
trend of these features. In order to capture the characteristics of
the contours, we perform cepstrum analysis over the contour.
For this, we first interpolate the contour to obtain samples separated by sampling period of speech signal, which is then used
to calculate the cepstrum coefficients as follows:

where
denotes the -point discrete Fourier transform of
the windowed signal
. Cesptrum analysis is a source-filter
separation process commonly used in speech processing. Cepto
and their time derivative (first
strum coefficients
and second order), calculated from 480 samples, are utilized to
obtain the spectral characteristic of the contours. For pitch contour analysis, only the voiced portion is utilized. Fig. 6 shows the
interpolated pitch contour and voiced segment used for the cepstrum analysis along with the spectrogram of the speech. Other
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Fig. 6. Pitch contour analysis of an utterance. Further, the contour is upsampled
at a sampling frequency of the speech signal and used to calculate the cepstrum
coefficient. We only utilize the voiced region (the red crossed marked portion)
for final feature extraction.
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Fig. 7. Correct classification accuracy over seven emotional states in EMO-DB
using different aggregate of features and SMO classifier. “n 10” aggregate
represents the group of attributes which are selected at leastn number of
times in 10 fold feature selection process.

0
0

C. Feature Normalization
features that we utilized are 13 MFCCs
with their delta
and acceleration components. Input signal is processed using a
30-ms Hamming window with a frame shift interval of 10 ms.
For all of these sequences, the following statistical information is calculated: mean, standard deviation, relative maximum/
minimum, position of relative maximum/minimum, first quartile, second quartile (median), and third quartile. The speaking
rate is modeled as a fraction of the voiced segments. Thus, the
total feature vector per segment contains
attributes.

B. Feature Selection
Intuitively, a large number of features would improve the
classification performance, however, in practice, a large feature space suffers from the phenomenon of “curse of dimensionality.” Therefore, in order to improve the classification performance, a feature selection technique is utilized. This also
helps to increase the speed of the system. One such method
to eliminate redundant and insignificant features is to identify
features with high correlation with the class but low correlation among themselves. In this paper, we used CFSSubsetEval
feature selection technique provided by WEKA. To determine
the best subset, we used a best-first search strategy and a stratified tenfold cross-validation procedure. Thus, we have ten different sets of selected attributes. An attribute may get selected
of times in different sets. We group the atin
tributes which are selected at least
of times and
” aggregate. Fig. 7 shows the performance
call them “
results for different aggregates with a sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier provided by WEKA. The “2–10”
aggregate provided the best results on EMO-DB. Similarly, for
the CVRRCar-AVDB database, the best aggregate set of features were selected for further analysis.

Feature normalization is a common technique to provide
more appropriate attributes to the learning scheme used. In
this work, we used the z-score technique. This transforms the
original attributes to new attributes as

where
and
respectively.

are mean and standard deviation of ,

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
Here, we describe a series of experiments for user- and textindependent analysis for emotion recognition. In all of our experiments, we have used an SVM trained with the SMO algorithm with “2–10” aggregate features. Before these analyses, we
provide performance results for randomized tenfold cross validation, that is, the database is divided into ten folds in stratified manner so that they contain approximately the same proportions of labels as the original database, and the system is
trained on nine folds and tested on the left out fold. This is repeated ten times, each time leaving out a different fold. The
confusion matrix obtained through the cross validation is presented in Table I. The overall recognition rate (weighted accuracy) on this seven-way classification task was 84.5%, whereas
average per class accuracy (unweighted accuracy) was 83.1%.
This will compare with some of the best performances reported
on EMO-DB database. One of the best performances reported
so far on EMO-DB is given in [24]. The work in [24] achieved
close to 85% weighted accuracy using a similar feature selection technique and SMO classifier. In their experiments, however, they used 494 sentences based on a listening test of 20–30
judges as opposed to 535 used in our experiments. That work
further used a discretization technique to improve the results.
Our results are comparable to those obtained prior to disctretization. We did not use the discretization step to tailor the system
for the database, a route that we wish to avoid for the sake of
generality. We believe that, if the database size is sufficiently
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TABLE I
CONFUSION TABLE FOR RANDOMIZED TENFOLD STRATIFIED CROSS
VALIDATION

= 83 1%
= 84 5%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

TABLE III
CONFUSION TABLE FOR LEAVE-ONE-TEXT-OUT CROSS VALIDATION

= 80 6%
= 81 4%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

:

TABLE II
CONFUSION TABLE FOR LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS VALIDATION

= 72 6%
= 74 8%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy
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:

TABLE IV
GENDER-DEPENDENT CONFUSION TABLE FOR RANDOMIZED TENFOLD CROSS
VALIDATION

= 84 0%
= 84 9%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

:

large, such a step will have little effect on recognition accuracy
[34]. Also of note is that our feature set based on cepstrum analysis of pitch and energy contour is quite novel and performed
well, despite this being our first attempt to employ these features. Thus, we believe this approach shows great potential for
improvement as we begin exploring the parameters of the technique in greater detail. Other reported results on EMO-DB is
given in [35], which achieved 83.8% recognition rate using fusion of GMM and HMM based classifiers on fivefold cross validation. However, a conclusion cannot be made about superiority
of one method over other for the reason that training and test set
while cross validation can be quite different. Either the database
should provide a seperate training and test set or a deterministic
method of performance evaluation such as leave-one-out cross
validation should be performed.
Next, we present a series of experiments for user- and
text-independent analysis to understand the practical utility of
these system in a real-world scenario. For user-independent
analysis, we used leave-one-subject-out cross validation, where
each time system is trained leaving one speaker out of the
training set and tested performance on the speaker left out.
Table II provides the confusion matrix for this seven-way
classification task. Using the same SMO classifier and 2–10
aggregate feature set, the performance measure (unweighted
accuracy) drops down to 72.6%. For text-independent analysis,
leave-one-text-out cross validation is employed where each
time the system is trained leaving all the utterances with same
spoken content across speaker out of the training set and testing
on the left out utterances. Table III shows the confusion matrix
obtained for the analysis. Unweighted accuracy, in this case,
is still over 80%. These analyses suggest that the classifier

TABLE V
GENDER=DEPENDENT CONFUSION TABLE FOR LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT
CROSS VALIDATION

= 72 2%
= 73 1%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

is learning a particular manner that a speaker might express
his/her emotions while ignoring the verbal content to some
degree. This is a very important observation for a successful
design of a practical system, which suggests a need for speaker
adaptation in speech emotion recognition task.
Other experiments include the analyses of context like
gender information which can be reliably recognized automatically. Performance results based on randomized tenfold cross
validation, leave-one-subject-out and leave-one-text-out cross
validation on EMO-DB speech corpus for gender-dependent
analysis (male–female combined performance) is summarized
in Tables IV, V, and VI, respectively. Tables VII and VIII
provide gender-dependent and -independent analysis on CVRRCar-AVDB for randomized tenfold cross validation. From the
analysis, it is evident that using gender information in emotion
recognition leads to significant improvement in recognition
rate. For EMO-DB, text-independent analysis has relative improvement of over 3%. Similarly, for CVRRCar-AVDB relative
improvement of over 3% is quite encouraging.
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TABLE VI
GENDER-DEPENDENT CONFUSION TABLE FOR LEAVE-ONE-TEXT-OUT CROSS
VALIDATION

other [36]. In some cases, similar facial expressions may have
different vocal characteristics, and vocal emotions having similar properties may have different facial behaviors. Our initial
observations also suggest that head dynamics carry useful information for emotion classification. We will thoroughly present
such multimodal affect recognition analysis in our future efforts.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

= 83 21%
= 83 7%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

TABLE VII
GENDER-INDEPENDENT CONFUSION TABLE FOR RANDOMIZED TENFOLD
STRATIFIED CROSS VALIDATION

= 87 9%
= 88 5%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

TABLE VIII
GENDER-DEPENDENT CONFUSION TABLE FOR RANDOMIZED TENFOLD
STRATIFIED CROSS VALIDATION

= 91 79%
= 91 96%

Unweighted Accuracy
Weighted Accuracy

:

:

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented a systematic study to understand the importance of the context in emotion recognition from speech. We
also introduced a novel feature set based on cepstrum analysis
of pitch and speech-intensity contours. Using this feature set,
we were able to achieve a high recognition rate of over 84%
for the seven emotions on EMO-DB and over 87% for the three
groups of emotions on CVRRCar-AVDB using tenfold stratified cross validation. We then performed user- and text-independent analysis on EMO-DB database. The results suggest that the
system is robust towards the spoken containt, however, it performs significantly better when speaker information is incorporated into the training set. Furthermore, we analyzed the use of
gender-based context information on recognition rate over the
two databases. Experimental results suggest that a gender-specific emotion recognizer works more accurately than a genderindependent one. In future, we will extend our basic emotion
recognition system by a preceeding stage of automatic genderdetection system that would determine which gender-specific
emotion recognition system should be used. However, there is
still much room for improvement. Our initial experiments with
vision modality and audiovisual analysis have shown promising
results. Although these two modalities do not couple strongly
in time as also shown in Fig. 2, they seem to complement each
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